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Abstract 

 

The paper discusses the practice of antiquarianism as observed; in present 

times among diverse religious groups and communities in modern state of 

Haryana. What is striking as far as these antiquities are concerned is the 

manner in which the images were collected and perceived among various 

groups at different levels. These perceptions towards such sculptural 

fragments which were detected and assembled over a period of time 

unknowingly make them custodians of the cultural heritage. This work will 

basically be an attempt to understand this tradition of preserving such 

antiquities at different levels. 

 

 

Area 

Situated in the northern region of India, the state of Haryana came into existence on 

November 1, 1966 after the reorganisation of Punjab. Currently, Haryana is divided 

into twenty one districts of Panchkula, Ambala, Yamunanagar, Kurukshetra, Kaithal, 

Karnal, Sirsa, Fatehabad, Hisar, Jind, Panipat, Sonipat, Rohtak, Bhiwani, Jhajjar, 

Gurgaon, Faridabad, Mewat, Rewari, Mahendragarh and Palwal. 

In European archaeology antiquarianism as a term generally refers to detection, 

collection and description of archaeological relics. The discovery and study of 

antiquities in India had gained momentum since the arrival of European travellers in 

India, but it got a whole new face with the arrival of Alexander Cunningham, the first 

Director General of India. Since 1840‟s he had the specific target of reconstructing the 

ancient historical geography of India by peopling it with actual sites and monuments. 

His view was the “discovery and publication of all the existing remains of architecture 

and sculpture, with coins and inscriptions would throw more light on the ancient 

history of India, both public and domestic, than the printing of all the rubbish 

contained in the 18 Puranas.” With the establishment of Archaeological survey the 

decades of loosely coordinated antiquarian and archaeological inquiry had built up a 

certain impetus. 
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In the region of present day Haryana, Cunningham explored several sites such as 

Amin, Hansi, Hissar, Kurukshetra, Pehoa, Rohtak, Sirsa, Thaneshwar, Panjoreetc and 

discussed the monuments, inscriptions, coins, architectural fragments and the most 

significantly the sculptures placed in the temples, near the holy tanks or under the 

sacred trees. Cunningham specifically asked his assistants to follow this tradition of 

documentation as well. Among other things, Cunningham had instructed his assistants 

to look out for village shrines consisting of assemblages of miscellaneous sculptured 

fragments. One of the three assistant of Cunningham, Beglar noted many instances 

where villagers had collected fragments of sculpture under peepal trees, near the 

village. While most of the sculptural fragments were „rude‟, as said by Beglar, he 

noted that on occasion there were finely executed specimens. 

Cunningham‟s work was carried further by Chas.J.Rodgers who travelled extensively 

in then Punjab area and mentioned the religious centres and antiquities of significance 

in his report on the Punjab circle of the archaeological survey for 1888-89. He visited 

some of the important places which were travelled by Cunningham before in present 

day Haryana, such as Kurukshetra, Thaneshwar, Amin, Pehoa, Kaithal, 

KapalMochan, Pinjore, Agroha, Panipat etc. He stated his objective of visiting these 

places “to ascertain what remains are today visible of pre-mohammadan times, and to 

see the uses to which Muhammadans had turned Hindu and Jain materials”. In 

Kurukshetra he mentioned an old image of a Buddha under a tree near the bank of the 

tank besides several fragments on the bank of Sunetsar, and some subsidiary images 

of Jainaand Buddhist figures. In Pehoa he found a carved doorway with human 

figures which he proclaimed was the most elaborate doorway in the whole Punjab. 

Similarly, ten of the eighteen figures were on the walls of the temple of GaribNath 

and other eight at Sthan of Bhairon. In Kaithal he found a large religious 

establishment called Sitalapuri where he discovered many sculptured fragments under 

peepal trees. He asserted that there must have been sculptured temples in Kaithal, 

Thaneshwar, and Pehoa, KapalMochan. In KapalMochan and Rinmochan modern 

buildings, he noticed were largely made of old sculptural remains. Finally, the 

antiquities in the villages and in garden of Pinjore and in Bhima Devi and Baijnath 

temples were mentioned. 

The reports of finding the sculptures from different parts of Haryana continued in the 

twentieth century. In 1914 V.S. Agrawala discovered a SungaYaksha from Palwal and 

a Yakshi from Mehrauli. Some sculptures were recovered during the excavations at 

Agroha in 1939 by H.L.Srivastava. In 1969, two carved pillars of Sunga period from 

Amin were published by R.C.Agarwal. These pillars were kept in temple of Thakurji 

on the bank of SurajKund at Amin and were later shifted to National Museum, Delhi. 

In 1979, D.S.Punia explored icons of Vishnu and Hari-Hara in South Haryana which 

were two sandstone images of Vishnu, one belonging to Kushana Period and the other 

one belong to 9-10th centuries A.D. from village Sondh, near Gurgaon. Another 

fragmentary sculpture of Sesasayi Vishnu was discovered from a village, Guravara in 

Mahendragarh district. Near Hodal, a similar image was found which was still 

worshipped in a village. In Ujina, a sculpture depicting Varaha and Narsimha 

incarnation of Vishnu was noticed. A sandstone image of Harihara, a complete 
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composite figure of Siva and Vishnu was discovered at Punhana which was later 

shifted to Siddheshwara temple in Gurgaon. 

One often thinks that the detection and preservation of antiquities is usually by the 

professionals or the governmentorganisations. However there are many instances in 

different parts of Haryanawhere other kinds of antiquarian practices exist. Such 

illustration is provided by Swami OmanandSaraswati, who was associated with the 

Hindu-sect, AryaSamaj. He was a freedom fighter who was also keenly devoted to 

protecting the nation‟s historical bequests and had through his exertions, set up the 

archaeological museum in Jhajjar, Haryana. The museum boasts of a rich collection of 

coins, idols, pottery and weapons from all over Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab, Bareily 

and Allahabad. Another counterpart of Jhajjar Museum is in Narela, Delhi where 

Swami OmanandSaraswati who was also a local zamindar and numberdar of villages, 

donated 70 acres of land for a kanyagurukul in Narela, which still exists. There is also 

a small museum inside the premises which consist of various sculptures, idols, 

pottery, terracotta objects, which were collected by him. 

This is one of the instances of a religious organisation acting as a catalyst for such 

collections. Besides that, other religious establishments also exist such as 

ParsvanathDigambaraJainaAtisaya-kshetra in Hansi which has in their possession, a 

hoard of bronzes which were discovered in Hansi. Jainti Devi temple, near 

Chandigarh, with its own archaeological museum as well as Bhima Devi temple 

complex alongwith its collection of sculptures adjacent to pinjore garden are alsosuch 

similar examples. 

In the course of the fieldwork in that area, there was an opportunity of observing the 

various ways in which archaeological relics were preserved in the villages. For 

instance in village Basaula, around five kilometres from Pinjore garden, there are 

around twenty blackstone sculptural pieces which are placed in open courtyard around 

a recently established Shivalinga. This temple of the village is located on a mound 

and is dedicated to the Goddess Balasundri. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Broken architectural fragments from the temple of Balasundri, Basaula 
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Similarly in village Gujjar-Kheri in Sonipat district, the village temple which appears 

to be of modern outlook has yielded several architectural fragments which probably 

belong to early medieval times. The temple is located on a mound and has a pond near 

it which is believed to be of great antiquity. As one proceeds to the inner chambers 

there are four carved pillars of sandstone supporting the roof of the sanctum. Two of 

the columns depict human male figures holding a conch (or may be a vessel). The 

other two pillars have inverted lotus at the base and other floral designs carved on the 

top of it (Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Pillars from the temple of Gujjar-Kheri 

 

 

Another image found from the same place which now is in possession of the sarpanch 

is a sandstone image of Parvati sitting on Shiva‟s lap, he is holding a trident and both 

are surrounded by attendants. On the top left and right side is probably goddess Laxmi 

holding lotus in both hands (Figure 3). 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Shiva and Parvati from Gujjar-

Kheri 

Figure 4: Shivalinga from Juan 
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Similarly, in village Juan of Sonipat district, the village temple located on a mound 

revealed a Shivalinga and a sculpture of two figures along with Nandi, the bull, 

embedded on the floor. Both these fragments are of sandstone and the figures seem to 

be the middle portion of a larger sculpture, but because the state of the figures, these 

could not be possibly identified (Figure 4). There are other similar examplesfrom 

Haryana, such as, at village Bhaund- near FirozepurJhirkha, there is a temple called 

Dehra Mandira about a km west of the village at the foot of the hills, which is built of 

the old materials from Hindu temples. It once had an image of Mahadeva, which was 

taken away by the people and now placed in the Jain temple. Also, in Bheron in 

Ambala district has a sandstone image of probably a Jainatirthankara in meditative 

pose belonging to the Pratihara period is enshrined in the village temple. 

 

 

Conclusion 

This paper intended to examine the contribution of the individuals, religious groups 

and other communities in preserving the antiquities from historical past. The idea of 

preservation varied from one section to another. For instance, for some the sculptures 

signify the symbol of Indian heritage whereas for others, they have religious 

affiliations. Whatever may have been the reason, the whole concept of protecting the 

archaeological remnants even if it is done in ignorance, proved to be boon for 

sculptures which otherwise might have lost in shadow of time. 

Cunningham mentioned the significance of fragments of sculptures collected under 

trees and worshipped in older villages. He quoted while highlighting the importance 

of documenting such examples “In noting these few examples, I desire chiefly to 

direct attention to the many curious and old-fashioned things which still exist in 

several parts of India. Some of these may help to throw light on the scenes sculptured 

on old monuments; others may serve to illustrate passages in ancient authors; whilst 

all will be valuable for preserving the knowledge of things which in many places are 

now fast passing away, and will soon become obsolete and forgotten.” 
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